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MAREFIX BECAMES PART OF G&B GROUP 
 

experience and technology of the fastener sector now in the G&B FISSAGGI Catalogue 
 
Big news from G&B FISSAGGI 
 

MAREFIX S.L., an affirmed Spanish company based in Logroño, who specialises in screws, has become part of the G&B 
Group. 
 

The expertise and experience of G&B FISSAGGI, italian manufacturer of fastening systems for more than 40 years, can 
now also benefit from the technique and know-how of a major manufacturing company in the fastener sector. This 
will allow the G&B Group to offer its customers an even more complete service and an even wider catalogue. 
 

MAREFIX - by G&B Group branded products are part of a complete line of high quality and broadly versatile fasteners 
and accessories for applications on steel-aluminum, wood and plasterboard for the Hardware and Construction 
sectors.  Full details and specifications will be available soon in the new 2023 catalogue in the GETO-FIX Screws section. 
 

"Our goal is to continue to guarantee our Customers high level products and services with the highest quality and 
maximum versatility," says Enrico Galeasso - CEO G&B FISSAGGI and adds "our competitive strength will be further 
consolidated by the seriousness and experience of a reference point for the screws industry in the Spanish market. 
We are confident that, also thanks to this new acquisition, we will be able to satisfy every fastener... and screws need, 
with an increasingly global approach."  
   

The G&B Group is growing again to consolidate and develop new market opportunities, while maintaining the values, 
reliability and flexibility that distinguish its history. 
 

"It is with pride and enthusiasm that we have accepted this new challenge, confident that we will win it because, from 
today, we have one big beating heart capable of creating value for Customers and their Companies." says José Maria 
Manso - CEO MAREFIX. 
 

G&B GROUP, the right partner for every fastening... and screws need  
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

www.gebfissaggi.com 

 

http://www.gebfissaggi.com/

